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Падабенства сінтаксічных канструкцый беларускай і рускай моў часцей за ўсё дае магчымасць 
перакладаць слова ў слова, не змяняючы структуры сказа і парадку слоў ў ім. Аднак нярэдка, 
перакладаючы, даводзіцца выкарыстоўваць разнастайныя граматычныя трансфармацыі, гэта 
значыць цалкам ці часткова перабудоўваць сказ, замяняць адну часціну мовы ці член сказа на 
іншыя. Такія змены часам неабходныя нават пры наяўнасці ў мове, на якую перакладаюць, 
аналагічнай структуры [2, с. 21].  

Адна з такіх трансфармацый – замена часцін мовы. Напрыклад: 
          Многие экономисты считают нынешний курс рубля – дрожащим.  
         -Многія эканамісты лічаць цяперашні курс рубля - дрыготкім 
Дзеепрыметнік “дрожащим” перакладзены прыметнікам “дрыготкі”, бо беларускай мове не 

ўласціва ўжыванне дзеепрыметнікаў цяперашняга часу. 
Такія асноўныя прыёмы перакладу, якімі карыстаюцца, калі перакладаюць тэкст з адной мовы 

на іншую. Веданне  розных прыёмаў перакладу карыснае не толькі тым, што на іх аснове 
ўстанаўліваецца адпаведнасць арыгіналу і перакладу. Кожны з такіх прыёмаў можа быць 
выкарыстаны ў працэсе перакладу канкрэтнага тэксту. Пэўна, няма неабходнасці паведамляць і 
тлумачыць такія тэрміны, як “адэкватны пераклад”, “падстаноўкі”, “трансфармацыя”, “пастаянны 
адпаведнік”, “ варыянтны адпаведнік”, “безэквівалентансць” і іншыя, бо тэрміналогія спецыяльна 
перакладу не вывучаецца.  
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Nowadays, one of the most important problems in pedagogy is the problem of raising the quality of 

higher education. This quality of education is characterized by the state & effectiveness of 
educational process, its accordance to needs, expectation of society, involves social component, 
which includes the becoming of intellectually developed person with positive self-motivation. The 
rapid development of computer technology in recent years, as well as the intensity of its use at the 
lessons has led to some changes in the system of education. However, now, the impact of information 
to the change of goals and content of higher education in foreign language is felt rather indirectly in 
universities. The main reasons are lack of technical base of higher educational institutions and 
economic costs, as well as the lack of a conceptual elaboration of theoretical foundations of 
information and communication technologies (ICT) in the educational process. The main purpose of 
the use of ICT for learning a foreign language is to develop students' communicative competence in a 
foreign language and the development of the personality of the student, who is able and willing to 
learn a foreign language as a means of communication. Multimedia technologies offer opportunities 
to teachers to refuse from routine activities of teaching. Methodologically correct use of ICT can 
change the learning process itself, replacing learning of text to knowledge during the implementation 
of the project. The question arises, how to build a learning process in the absence of the language 
environment, were students are able to learn a foreign language to the level that allows them to lead a 
professional and scientific activities, following the criteria developed by the Council of Europe.  

In highly developed European countries, over the past six years, the quality of education has 
increased greatly. New computer technologies and new programs of education allowed students to 
broad the outlook. During this period (2006-2012) the quality of education in Europe has increased by 
27.3%. The predominant number of students have focused on the study of foreign languages. [1] 
Access of information is increasing, that allows to find more necessary information not only for 
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training but also for self-development. And the age range of the development of computer technology 
changes every 5 years. After the introduction of information technology to education, a lot of new 
work places appeared and the use of these technologies is connected with the study of foreign 
languages, particularly English.(The main language of programming).  

At the moment, our country pursues computerization of higher educational institutions. [2] If we 
talk about Polessky State University, we can see the noticeable changes, too. A large number of 
computer classrooms with Internet access, digital libraries and reading rooms allows students to find 
more information, and to complete the development of PC. As this system is at an early stage, it 
should be corrected and systematized. [3]  

Scientists believe that the continuation of the construction of the system will have, over time, more 
significant results. But in my opinion, not only access to the sources should be extended, but also the 
development in the practical sphere should be done. To my mind, government should pay more 
attention to the following points: 
 Education abroad. (Exchange Program) 
 Visit of Belarusian universities by European teachers 
 Creation of courses and workshops for training of foreign languages, not only for students but 
also for ordinary people 
 Introduction of compulsory foreign language skills for employment in the field of 
communications 
 Increasing of online seminars and courses in the field of intercultural communication 

These five main points will help Belarussian people to find a way out from this problem. In my opinion, 
lots of effort to informatization of the country is already applied. Now we should pay more attention to 
practice. But at the moment, not every university has created qualified educational programs to improve 
the knowledge of foreign languages. Change of environment, country, as well as society, will help our 
students to learn information faster, gaining an excellent opportunity to practice and improving their skills 
in a faster way. An invitation of teachers and scholars from other countries also allows students to find 
answers to their questions, to put into practice the European system of education to their schools without 
leaving the country, and without a big amount of financial resources. Creation of courses and seminars 
not only for students, but for all citizens of Belarus, will allow enhance their knowledge of foreign 
languages in practice or thereby increasing the level of development of the country. Foreign language 
plays an essential in the field of communication. So you should take into account needs of improve skills 
of workers in the field, as well as applying for the job introducing compulsory language skills. Despite 
the fact that the level of urbanization in Belarus reached 74%, not everyone has the ability to improve 
their knowledge of foreign languages. [4] Therefore an increase in online seminars and online courses 
allows to raise their level of practice in any areas of our country. 

My specialty is “Tourism and hospitality”. This is the main sphere in which foreign language plays an 
irreplaceable role. Foreign tourists should not feel barrier while communicating with belarussian citizens. 
That’s why efforts should be made for hospitality, navigation and a huge amount of information written in 
foreign languages (English and German). Undoubtedly, our country pays lots of money for the 
development of student’s education, that’s why government should make programs not only at learning 
languages, but also at motivation of learning them. According to the results in 2012 in Belarus, only 12% 
of students have a good basis of knowledge in the sphere of intercultural communications. And this is, to 
my mind, a development of a new problem in the Republic of Belarus. [5] 

In my view, to improve the situation in the country, in the area of English, should adopt more training 
of humanitarian programs. Allowing, thus, to feel its presence more and more. Our country is practically 
in the center of Europe, and the center should not be worse than neighboring European countries. Thus, 
informing content people on this problem can prevent low levels of foreign languages in our country. 
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The International Association of Students in Agricultural and Related Sciences (IAAS) was founded in 

1957 in Tunis by 8 countries. IAAS is at the moment one of the world's biggest student organizations and 
one of the leading agricultural student associations. IAAS gathers students studying, majoring or 
researching in agriculture and related areas like environmental sciences, forestry, food sciences, landscape 
architecture, etc.Its committees are now spread in universities in over 40 countries worldwide, for 
example in such countries as Austria, Denmark, France, Greece, Germany, Spain and the Republic of 
Belarus. 

IAAS is a place where agricultural students from all over the world meet each other, experience new 
mentalities and cultures, travel and see new places and learn about all aspects of agriculture together with 
their future colleagues. 

The aims of IAAS are to promote the exchange of knowledge, information and ideas among students, 
and to improve the mutual understanding between countries and cultures. To do this, the association 
organizes activities like seminars, working camps, international meetings, exchange weeks, international 
exchange programs, small-scale development projects, etc. 

The most important activities of IAAS are Annual World Congress, Director's Meetings and Regional 
Meetings, Seminars and conferences, Exchange Program, Exchange weeksandArtFestival. 

Annual World Congressconsists of the General Assembly and seminars. It is the yearly meeting of the 
governing body of the IAAS. This meeting attracts IAAS’ membersfrom all over the world, and is usually 
organized in July-August and lasts for three weeks. 

Director's Meetings and Regional Meetings. IAAS member countries are divided into different 
regions. Within these regions meetings with different educational topics are held every year. Director's 
Meetings usually last longer and deal with important issues. Regional Meetings are more informal 
gatherings. 

Seminars and conferencesare held by local committees around the world to facilitate learning on a 
certain educational topic. You can even earn credits by attending some of their high-quality seminars. 

Exchange Programhas for years been the backbone of IAAS. It enables students to get practical 
experience working as an intern in a farm, organization or a company around the world. It broadens your 
horizons and fulfills your compulsory internship abroad - or you can gain priceless experience by learning 
more about life sciences! 

Exchange weeksare an excellent way for an IAAS committee to learn more about another country. The 
method is simple: two or more countries express their interest towards having an exchange week−the rest 
is up to the countries. A theme is chosen, and usually the participants only pay travel costs and sometimes 
a small participation fee. 
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